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determining properties of thin carbon electrodes on plastic foil. A
high-resolution scanning probe microscope (SPM) was applied to

investigate the structure and shape-determining properties of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) deposited directly on plastic foil. As a
template the SPM tip was a pyramidal cone, whereas the CNT

growth occurred through a soft molding process. The effect of the
process parameters, namely, the growth parameters, the surface
temperature, and the wettability of the foil, was studied in detail.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: (i) The

walls of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) consist of a hexagonal
diamond structure and form capillary necks, which ensure a good

contact with the foil. (ii) The influence of the growth parameters can
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be quantified with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM). Two corresponding growth

mechanisms are distinguished by these methods: (a) the tip-
assisted mechanism, and (b) the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

mechanism with two different growth modes. The growth
mechanism strongly depends on the wettability of the foil, while the

surface temperature has only minor effect. (iii) The conditions
necessary to obtain CNTs with a specific angular orientation are
significantly simpler than conditions under which the tip and the
surface are rotated. In both cases a very high number of CNTs is

obtained and their growth is ensured by the properties of the
tip/substrate system.Q: Read 6d1f23a050
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